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Hacking?... i want to install 2 of my 3 topo maps on my gps but im unable
to do it.. i tried to install them on my extender but it only worked with 1
map.. so i decided to install them in my computer but the same thing
happened.. any help would be great.. thnx Networked GPS/Glonass

GPS?... Hi, I have similar problems. I have a Topo NZ PrimeTopo, which I
got years ago from a neighbor (already used). My GPS tracks the signal
from NZ PrimeTopo and has no problem in pinpointing my position if I
have the correct location data. . .. However when I start using my own

location data I don't get the pinpoint signal. It will just track me for a few
minutes if I drive slowly with my location data in. . If I use GPS-track

instead of the actual location data (via Track) I get pinpoint signal. I have
been at it for months now and I think I am nearly through. . Just in case
anybody else is looking for help. .. I have an XT-6100, a kampfnet gpsv3

and gps device on my computer. . I want to hook up a strapine GPS
(SPAN,, maybe SPSite? ) and get location data from a arduino. . I just don't

know how/where to start. . I have tried with the GPS devices I have and
the arduino, but I can't get the pinpoint signal using the default tracking. .
How do I get the track data with the default tracking? . At the moment I
am using nothing as a reference but the default settings in the Topo NZ

PrimeTopo. . I have spent literally months looking for help and
suggestions. . I am desperatly searching for help. Thank you for any help.

Thanks . Networked GPS/Glonass GPS?... Hi, I have similar problems. I
have a Topo NZ PrimeTopo, which I got years ago from a neighbor

(already used). My GPS tracks the signal from NZ PrimeTopo and has no
problem in pinpointing my position if I have the correct location data. . ..

However when I start using my c6a93da74d
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